Learning To Ignore The Weather
College taught me many things. One of them was to not let the
weather govern my moods. That was a bad habit I picked up in high
school.
High school was the Bishops Latin School, a special school for
young men contemplating the priesthood. Even though I lived across the
street from the parish high school, I choose instead to travel across the
city to attend this special school.
Each morning I rose at six to dress, eat breakfast, and catch a bus at
seven. That bus traveled the western hills of Pittsburgh until it reached the
Ohio River. Two miles up the river it crossed the Fort Pitt Bridge into
downtown. From there I caught a trolley out to Homewood in the eastern
end of the city.
The trip along the Ohio River kindled my love for rivers and flowing
water. The Fort Pitt Bridge crossed the Monongahela River within sight of
the Allegheny River where the two rivers met at the Point. Each morning all
three rivers impressed themselves upon my feelings and imaginings. When
the sun shone upon the water, the world seemed bright and filled with
hope. When clouds covered the skies and turned the waters gray, my
spirits turned gray as well.

Fortunately, Pittsburgh had more sun than clouds. Toronto was very
diﬀerent. The city bordered Lake Ontario and the Great Lakes generated
clouds in abundance.
I had chosen the University of Toronto sight unseen. Before my first
year began, I had visited the campus with my father in the summer. The
white stone Georgian buildings shone brightly in the sun. When school
began in the last two weeks of September, the sun still ruled the skies. A
beautiful campus in a beautiful city sparkled in the sun. In October the
rains began and cloudy skies lasted for weeks. Even when the rains
abated, the clouds remained, turning the buildings gray. When the sun
appeared, it rose and set in the south, never making a strong appearance.
Winter was worse. Rain would wash away the snow, then freeze
when the temperature fell at night. The rain and freezing cycle would
repeat itself: the ground was gray, the sky was gray and the buildings were
gray. Spring could be counted on to break the grayness but it did not
arrive until May.
In Toronto, if I let the weather govern my moods, I would be sad all
the time. Quickly I learned to detach my moods from the weather - one of
the valuable lessons I learned in college.

